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Abstract
In the security domain and wide area surveillance, such as the maritime scenario, the amount 
of data can may be very large and difficult to monitor with limited operator resources. To 
facilitate this work, research is recently carried out concerning the automated interpretation 
of observable situations, in order to increase the operator's situation awareness. This entails 
that the systems need to be aware of the normal course of events occurring in the target 
scenario, in order for them to detect uncommon or interesting patterns of activity and react 
properly. Interesting patterns of activities are in most cases anomalies with respect to 
standard situations. In particular, [Snidaro et al., 2006] provide an inductive definition of 
anomaly as follows: "What constitutes an anomalous event can be automatically detected as 

a deviation from common patterns of activity".Major implications for the above problem are 
related to the inductive nature of the task, whereas patterns of activity can be seen as 
observable property of a phenomenon whose status is usually hidden, so that a generative 
probabilistic model can be applied. Moreover, specific models of anomalies are required as 
patterns can be very different across different scenarios (such as the ship behavior close to 
ports with respect to typical open sea navigation practices).

• • • • INTRODUCTION

As general models of anomalous patterns are hard to be defined and large evidence is 
provided through continuous observation on a large scale, data are required to enter in a 
mining process before any classification or alert can be carried out. Observation, as hereafter 
defined, are thus central in this perspective and they will be used to acquire in an autonomous 
manner most of the information needed to characterize anomalies, i.e. recognize them and 
react properly.

In a maritime scenario the typical observable situation is represented by vessel tracks, 

recorded as sequences of individual observations  of a vessel position at a time point t. 
The full vessel trajectory Tr is an ordered set of observations: 

whereas the natural temporal order can be assumed as total ordering relation within . 
Generally, in a sea area, the vessel traffic occurs within shipping lanes that can be described 

as sequence patterns of line segments. A shipping lane, (hereafter defined as ), is a 
specific area of the sea that gathers a subset of trajectories characterized by the same 
geometry (i.e. shapes and direction) and dynamics (i.e. pointwise and average speed). 
Trajectories are thus grouped into lanes such as members in sets. The boundaries of 
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individual lanes can be characterized by the properties of the member trajectories: for 
example the most southern route defines a lower bound to latitudes of the lane. Seemingly, 
the slowest speed of a trajectory belonging to a shipping lane c provides a lower bound of 
standard speeds in the lane c.  depicts the shipping lanes as they emerge in a specific sea area, 
i.e. the gulf of Genoa in Italy, a busy maritime area: different colors are assigned to different 
lanes, expressing differently constrained geometries and speed in overlapping sea channels. 

Shipping lanes are useful hints about standard ship behaviors in a sea area. It can be assumed 

that a shipping lane represent a normal and not harmful seaway: a vessel holds a standard 

trajectory if it sails correctly within a known shipping lane. This corresponds to the fact 

that, a standard trajectory  is such that no anomaly is observed for any of its 

observations . Dually, a potentially alerting trajectory is any 

trajectory that violate a shipping lane, i.e. a trajectory  for which an alerting 

observation  is a possible event.   

An alerting observation  in a generic trajectory , i.e. an 

individual observation  such that given its short time properties (i.e. the 

set of properties depending on the immediately preceding last  observations, 

, as well as a ship lane  in which 
is assumed to move, expresses an anomalous behavior depending on its directions, speed or 
both. In  the Graphical User Interface is shown. Green tracks shown the right trajectories, 
while the red one shown the anomalous behavior within the track. 

  

Figure 1: Trajectory learning agent Graphical User Interface

Previous works [Laxhammar 2009, De Vries 2010] have defined the task of  anomaly 
discovery as a trajectory clustering problem. In [Laxhammar 2009] generative models such as 
Gaussian Mixture models and KDE are applied to estimate the probability distribution of 
trajectories, also estimating the number of observations required to classify the trajectory as 
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anomalous. In [De Vries 2010, Morris 2009] a set of metrics for trajectory analysis are 
discussed: complex metrics are here used to evaluate the trajectory similarity in term of time 
distances. 

A hierarchical  step for the problem of trajectory surveillance for pedestrian is proposed in 
[Ricci 2010], in which a stage of trajectory gathering is carried out through a k-mean kernel 
and the resulting clusters are used to learn different functions based on CCA kernel to predict 
the instantaneous velocity of pedestrians. A similar approach is defined in [Rhodes 2005] 
where a first clustering step is exploited by a neural network configuration to predict the 
future vessel behavior. 

In this paper we present a command and control (C2) framework for the real-time discovering 
of anomalous trajectories. The system provides, moreover, an interactive GUI to allow the 
user to suggest incorrect system output. The hints are stored by the system to re-training 
phase.

In this work we will discuss a method that exploits standard trajectories in order to develop 
models of standard behaviors, i.e. shipping lanes into specific sea areas. These models are 
probabilistic representations for sets of trajectories (i.e., clusters) and they provide 
explanations for the individual observations in future monitoring activities. While shipping 
lanes are acquired through an unsupervised learning process carried out by a task specific 
clustering algorithm over trajectories they are directly employed to train a supervised 
classifier based on support vector machines (SVM) [Vapnik 1995, Cristianini 2000].

Clustering is in fact carried out on standard trajectories, while all observed trajectories 
provide material for the supervised classification step, as they include individual 

observations  that can be examples of anomalous or normal (i.e. non alerting) shipping 
conditions.
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Figure 2: The most relevant shipping lanes in the Gulf of Genoa

In this paper we present an architecture for the automatic recognition of anomalous 
trajectories based on machine learning algorithms. In Section  we discuss the overall method 
and the corresponding system architecture. Then we focus, in Section , on the adopted 
learning models. Section  discusses the system evaluation, while in Section  the conclusion 
remarks are discussed. 

• • • • A DATA-DRIVEN METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING TRAJECTORY 

ANOMALIES

In the introduction, we outlined that data from a specific operational scenario can be easily 
gathered through data fusion among sensors and radars in a sea area. Moreover, the 
assumption is that anomaly is a deviation from standard behaviors. Finally we think that it is 
reasonable to assume that useful examples can be easily gathered by the help of users or 
indirectly, as the outcome of the normal daily activities observed in an area.

Our aim is to keep the process of deriving examples of trajectories, that is usually complex 
and costly, as much cost-effective as possible. We thus propose the following two stage in 
which learning proceeds through two stages. The following process is thus applied:

• (Clustering) first, acquire a model for standard behavior through clustering over the 
typical patterns of observations in an area

• (Assess clusters) Ask the final user to select the most relevant of these patterns (i.e. 
select clusters of interest as sea lanes) and interactively propose classification for an 
entire groups of trajectories (i.e. labeling on a cluster basis)
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• (Acquire Models anomalous behaviors) Measure deviations from typical behaviors 
as distances in a trajectory space. Here distances from the centroids of individual 
clusters, i.e. lanes are applied

• (SVM learning of the anomaly model) Train an SVM over positive cases (i.e. 
trajectories inner to accepted clusters) and negative examples (i.e. trajectories whose 
most observations are outside clusters) 

• (Predict anomalies over partial trajectories) Apply SVM to possibly incomplete 
trajectory descriptions, timely detect early warnings and manage a two stage alerting 
process in cooperation with the C2.

The overall approach involve a learning Agent architecture at least expected to perform two 
phases:

• Learning Stages, where system gathers trajectory examples useful to learn a model 
of normal behaviors and the human assistant (at the C2) labels the mostly relevant 
cases, in a cost-effective manner. This process alternate a batch stage with some 
(minor) interaction with the user. Again, during the learning stage, the system is 
trained with the gathered examples and new scenario-specific alerting models are 
derived.. 

• Classification Stage, when models acquired during the learning phase are applied 

in real-time to observations. At a generic time point t, each observation  of an 

incoming trajectory , is classified. If it is considered as anomalous, the 
system is able to generate an alert, i.e. a message to the GUI, and assign a color to 
the trajectory segment. Red is the color corresponding to the maximally alerting 
level, as it is shown in . Given the outcomes of the classifier the user is suggested to 
focus on some phenomena (i.e. ships) and can accept or reject some alerts. System 
classification errors can be also stored for the future learning stages.

• • • • THE OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

We defined the Learning Agent software architecture, within an agent-oriented Command 
and Control architecture. In  shows the Learning Agent receiving in input heterogeneous 
sources such as real time input from sensors or other remote sensing devices. These are 
acquired from the environment, but also interactively from the user. Through a Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) the expert can in fact provide error feedbacks or select the accepted 
shipping lanes at the end of the clustering stage. The software architecture is composed by 3 
main modules that perform the system functionalities: Preprocessing, Learning and 
Classification.

• • • • Preprocessing modules: Such block module, within red box in , manages all the 
control flows that dispatch the input requests to the right processing, i.e., 
classification vs. learning. The preprocessing modules manage, moreover, the 
learning flow activating the clustering phase or the SVM learning one. It performs 
some preprocessing operations over the trajectory such as the building of the 
trajectory from the singular observations. 
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 Figure 3: Learning Agent architecture

• • • • Learning modules: The learning stage, in the blue box, can be enabled in two 
different phases: In a new maritime scenario, the system does not have behavior 
models for such area, it gathers a set of trajectories from the environment, stored in 
the Scenario data repository. The clustering module produces a set of Shipping lane 

models thus the SVM learning module is enabled by the Learning Manager. 

The SVM learning process produces a set of behavioral models stored in the Model 

repository for the classification stage.  The whole learning phase, or only a sub-
phase, can be enabled, moreover, by the user hints.  When a user detects a 
classification error, he can report the error to the system that stores it within the 
Scenario data repository. When a relevant set of hints is gathered, the system enable 
a new learning process implemented by on-line learning mechanisms [Blum, 1996].  

• • • • Classification modules: The classification stage, in the green box in, implements the 
operative phase, in which, real time inputs are processed according to the models 
learned in the previous steps. The classification stage, as well as the learning one, 
requires the input preprocessing to detect the trajectories features, each module 
implements its feature extractor. When the classifier detects a change of state in the 
trajectory, a warning message is send to the GUI that will show it to the user throws a 
change of trajectory color.

The presented architecture is able to provide a robust solution to this task, exploiting the 
user feedback to iterative learning refinements. In the next section we discuss in depth 
the learning paradigm adopted for the discovering of vessel behavior.
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• • • • A SEMI-SUPERVISED APPROACH TO TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

The overall process implements an automatic classifier that given an input observation 

of a trajectory  at a generic time point t generates an alert whit respect to iff it 

expresses an anomaly with respect to the standard patterns of ship behaviors in the targeted 

sea area. Our learning approach consists in four main phases. In the fist step (Discovery of 

Shipping Lanes) we automatically grouped the trajectory set  into a set of Shipping 

Lane  according to their similarity. In the second phase (Labeling of Examples) each 
trajectory's observation within the SL set is labeled. In this phase, as discussed in Section , 
the system enables the expert interaction. In order to allow the user suggestion of relevant 

phenomena to label. Finally a representation of the relevant features (Feature Extraction) of 

all trajectory observation is learned (Train base SVM). In the following we describe the 
three phases.

• • • • CLUSTERING BASED DISCOVERING OF SHIPPING LANES

Clustering techniques are widely used in this context [Rhodes 2005, Laxhammar 2009, De 
Vries 2010]. Assuming that the data set reflects what is considered normal, the resulting set 
of fairly large clusters is regarded as a model of normalcy. To do this we used Quality 
Threshold clustering (QT) [Heyer, 1999] operating on a compact representation of trajectory 
given by geographical and morphological information. In particular the select features for the 
trajectory clustering are:

• The midpoint (latitude and longitude) between the starting and the ending points of 
the trajectory.

• The mean value of the angles formed by the origin and the observations .

• The standard deviation of the angles formed by the origin and the observations .

• The mean value of the angular variations formed by the origin and the observations 

.

• The standard deviation of the angular variations formed by the origin and the 

observations .

 In the QT algorithm two trajectories  and  are closed if the euclidean distance 

between them is under a threshold .  

The idea under this choice is that shipping lanes are the result of a minimization process that 
considers factors as the used fuel, distribution of land masses, prevailing winds, etc. We 
could assume this factors are constant so that starting and ending points takes more 
importance for global description of normalcy. The presence of the angle instead permits to 
well separate typical situations of crossed channels having casually similar geographical 
representations.

After clustering we apply a cut on clusters dimension. Only clusters with more than 
members is maintained, building the set of shipping lanes SL. In large data set small clusters 
are probably global anomalies or in some cases, noise data. 

• • • • LABELING OF EXAMPLES

The obtained clusters (i.e. models of shipping lanes), represent the dataset of normal 
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behavior of trajectories.

Each area has a set of admitted shipping lanes, for each shipping lane detected in the 
clustering phase, we train a model of normal behavior by using a discriminative classifier 
(SVM). It is based on the observations of the trajectory members in each cluster, as examples 
of correct behavior. In a one-vs-all fashion  [Rifkin et all, 2004], we consider the examples 
within a shipping lane as negative examples for the other ones. Moreover further examples, 
both negative or positive, can be provided by the expert in the feedback session as discussed 
in Section . 

• • • • THE FEATURE EXTRACTION STAGE

• The set of examples for the trajectory analysis is processed to extract the relevant 

features able to characterize the current observation  and its trajectory Tr, i.e.

. The features used for the learning and classification step are 
divided into local and global features. Local features captures the current situation of 
the ship and thus refer to the last observations of an individual track. As the behavior 
of a ship strictly depends on an entire trajectory (as a shipping lane can have specific 
rules that justify the last movements of a ship), global properties of an entire lane are 
to be used. Global features capture the history of a ship and allow modeling its 
behavior according to a wider perspective. As long term features may suffer of larger 
approximations, we make the description discrete by dividing the whole observation 
area into a grid of different sub-areas. Ships move crossing the different areas.

• Local features are properties of the last observation, and usually make reference to a 
single area:

• Shipping lane membership score. Every observation can belong to a predefined 
cluster, i.e. one lane. Such a fuzzy membership is estimated by adopting a k-Nearest 
Neighbor strategy [Cover, 1967], by the setting of specific parameters such as:

• R: Observation radius, i.e. the maximal distance between individual 
observations that are admitted to the computation of the membership 

• k: Number of the closest neighbors considered within the observed radius 

• h: Upper bound of the distance between the current observation and the 
cluster medoid 

Notice that one membership scores for each cluster (i.e. lane) respecting the radius, 
the limit k and the distances h is computed, so that they form a vector of real-valued 
memberships. 

• Current geographic area. As introduced above a number NumAreas of quadrants is 
used to make the representation of the observed sea region more discrete. Different 
number of quadrants are adopted and the index NumAreas corresponds to different 
experiments.

• Angle between the last two observations

• Global features are computed over all the observations belonging to areas, i.e. 
quadrants, and make reference separately to the so-called current and previous areas. 
A trajectory Tr in fact crosses several quadrants. We call current the area where the 
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last observation  in Tr lies. The previous area is the area where the trajectory Tr

was, immediately before entering in the current one. The global features of sets of 
observations are thus:

• Shipping lane membership probabilities of the current area. All the observations of a 
trajectory belonging to the specific current area are grouped and a membership to 
predefined lanes is computed. These membership scores establish a (sort of) 
probability distribution across all lanes. 

• Shipping lane membership probabilities of the previous area. The same as above but 
computed over the observations available from the previous (i.e. the pre-last) 
area/quadrant.

• Average track angle in the current area, based on all the observations of the current 
area

• Average track angle in the previous area, as before, but on the previous quadrant

• The identifier of the previous area, i.e. the index of the previous quadrant.

The examples, in the training phase, are used to train a behavioral model of shipping lanes 
through Support Vector Machines. In the classification phase, each input observation 
received in real time is classified according a model specific for each shipping lane. The very 
first observations (in the visible sea channel) are used to decide first the appropriate shipping 
lane cj the ship is making reference to. Then anomalies with respect to such lane cj are 
computed. The selection algorithm is based on the outcomes of the different models, i.e. the 
SVM margins. 

• • • • EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The overall architecture has been evaluated on realistic datasets of vessel trajectories in the 
Mediterranean Sea close to the Italy coasts. The employed data have been all collected in the 
AIS standard format [AIS 2004]. AIS is an automatic tracking system used on ships and by 
vessel traffic services designed for improving safety and efficiency of navigation in the open 
sea and coastal waters through the automatic exchange of navigational, statistic and voyage 
information between the ships and coastal stations. The AIS transponder sends data about the 
identity of a ship and a geographic information on its position expressed in latitude and 
longitude, as well as its current speed. Other information are often available (i. e. the course) 
but we decided to remain in the more general case of having data from different sources (i. e. 
radar, GPS, ...) in a data fusion scenario and thus we neglected them. In our experiments only 
time, geographical information (e.g. position) and dynamics (e.g. speed) are used as source 
properties of individual AIS data items.

Experimental data are provided in the AIS standard and cover a month of naval traffic 
recording in the Mediterranean Sea. These data come from to different type of vessels. We 
use observations of all the traced ships, organized in trajectories, these are used to model 
what we consider as a standard behavior. The discovery of the shipping lanes is first carried 
out through the clustering of the different trajectories. Although a direct evaluation of the 
quality of the clustering step is not done, we can evaluate its overall impact by measuring the 
accuracy results of the later classification phase: this latter in fact strictly depends on the 
clustering and a good discovery policy would enhance the overall anomaly detection quality. 
This evaluation is measured in terms of accuracy, i.e. the percentage of individual 
observations that are correctly classified in any selected lane. For our experiments, we 
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choose a significant scenario characterized by a large traffic volume and by a big variety of 
communication routes: the Strait of Sicily. Datasets are first manually cleaned, only relevant, 
i.e. almost complete and possibly not too noisily recorded, shipping lanes are kept. This 
operation simulates a typical user interaction, where an expert operator can select what is a 
normal behavior in the scenario, against a reasonable amount of uncertainty and noise.

• • • • RESULTS ABOUT THE STRAIT OF SICILY

The dataset includes 419 trajectories. Trajectories have been grouped into several clusters 
giving rise to 8 shipping lanes, finally selected for the tests.  (a) shows the dataset, while in 
(b) the selected shipping lanes are made visible in different colors. The resulting dataset 
include 156 trajectories that correspond to 85% of the observations: in fact a large number of 
the neglected observations make reference to short tracks, characterizing small segments in 
longer trajectories that are of no help in anomaly modeling. The clustering tool of the system 
has been used to show to the user in the C2 only grouped tracks and increase its productivity 
in selecting the true shipping lanes. About 118 trajectories (~76%) are used as examples for 
the training stage, distributed proportionally across the different lanes. The remaining 34 
trajectories are used as positive examples in the testing dataset. Other 34 trajectories have 
been manually chosen from the remaining noisy tracks and used as negative examples in the 
testing set.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The trajectory dataset  in the Strait of Sicily (a), the main shipping lanes 

discovered in the area (b)

After this first step the system learn shipping lanes behavior using one Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) for each discovered channel, where trajectories belonging to the other 
channels are used as negative examples for training set. From observations belonging to 
trajectories of the training set are extracted feature vectors (as described in Section ) used as 
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input for the classifiers.  reports the accuracy evaluation over the test dataset. 

We tested the SVM learning training models with different parameters, discussed in Section 
3.3. In particular, the system achieve the best results (0.946 accuracy) using a not too large 
number of areas, i.e. 16 quadrants. This number limits the data sparseness of the SVM 
learner, that can be artificially amplified by using a too much high number of areas. Usually a 
large number of nearest neighbors is useful given the high density of AIS data available for 
the Strait of Sicily.

k R numAreas h Accuracy

10 0.05 1 0.1 0.83

20 0.05 16 0.1 0.942

20 0.1 1 0.1 0.874

50 0.05 1 0.1 0.896

50 0.1 16 0.1 0.96

50 0.1 64 0.1 0.92

50 0.1 256 0.1 0.862

100 0.05 1 0.1 0.898

100 0.1 16 0.1 0.964
100 0.1 64 0.1 0.898

100 0.1 256 0.1 0.883

Table 1: Accuracy evaluation as the training parameter changes

• • • • CONCLUSIONS

A semi-supervised approach to anomaly detection in vessel trajectory analysis has been 
presented. It combines the benefits of agent-based simulation software architectures with the 
adaptivity of Machine learning inspired algorithmics. The excellent results reported (i.e. 96% 
accuracy in a anomaly recognition task on an individual observation basis) is obtained 
against realistic data set, derived from recorded data on the field (AIS data from the Strait of 
Sicily). 

Future work will be devoted to analyze larger and heterogeneous data sets coming from other 
scenarios (sea areas and vessel types). Moreover, the federated simulation platform is ready 
to perform anomaly detection on the field, as it is already integrated with data fusion 
platforms that make available its real time usage. More specific measures and results will be 
reported in the final version and at the conference.
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